Analysis of single-stranded DNA stability and damage-induced strand loss in mammalian cells using SV40-based shuttle vectors.
The fate and stability of fully or partially single-stranded DNA molecules transfected into mammalian cells have been analysed. For this, we constructed a simian virus 40 (SV40)-based shuttle vector containing the f1 bacteriophage replication origin in the two possible orientations (pi SVF1-A and pi SVF1-B). This vector contains the SV40 origin of replication, the late viral genes and DNA sequences for replication and selection in Escherichia coli. It also carries the lacO sequence, which permits the analysis of plasmid stability. Single-stranded DNA from pi SVF1-A and pi SVF1-B were produced in bacteria and annealed in vitro to form a heteroduplex molecule. We showed that, in monkey kidney COS7 cells, single-stranded vectors replicate to form duplex molecules. After transfection of the three forms of molecules (single-stranded, heteroduplex or double-stranded), replicated DNA was rescued in E. coli. Vector stability was analysed by checking for plasmid rearrangements and screening for lacO mutants. The single-stranded pi SVF1 has a lower rearrangement level, while the spontaneous mutation frequency (on the lacO target) is in the same range as for the double-stranded vector. In contrast, the level of spontaneous mutagenesis is higher for the heteroduplex than for the single- and double-stranded forms. In addition, we found that replication of heteroduplex with one strand containing ultraviolet light-induced lesions yields progeny molecules in which the irradiated strand is mostly lost. This result indicates for the first time the specific loss of the damaged strand in mammalian cells.